RBMBuilding System

A system that bring you a step forward to a GREEN & ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING

RBMBUILDING SYSTEM

- To manage the site job in a systematic progress.
  Fasten the job with easy handling.
- Reduce the site wastage, labour & cost.

- Does not require concrete truck or mobile crane.
- The Site job is more clean and tidy.
- Able to get a good finishing.

RBM 3 IN 1 Foam Concrete Machine

- Built in together with the RBM foam generator, conveyor and pumping system.
- A best choice equipment for construction in the market.
- A special pumping system that can pump the mortar up to 35 storeys (125m height).
- Application for do precast concrete, interior design concrete, lightweight or good insulated block, site casting partition wall, spray plastering & a lot more.

RBM Formwork System

- Steel formwork with light/medium duty.
- Without any screw.

- Designed for easy install with clips and tie.
- High workability & durability. Low maintenance.

RBM Insulated Lightweight Concrete Technology

- Fire Resistance
- Good Insulation
- Lightweight
- Self-Leveling
- Low Costing
- Can Be Modified
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